Continuation of Learning Outline
RECEPTION
Work set for Friday 15th May 2020
Link to view today’s Reception video: https://photos.app.goo.gl/KZyKSZLRnuymJcFu7
Link to view general videos including assemblies, announcements and celebrations:
https://photos.app.goo.gl/LstTxkdnDfXuQG47A
Reading
Write (or ask an adult to write) the following sentences on a strip of paper. Can you cut the sentence
up into words, jumble them up and then put them back in the correct order? Stick them into your
purple book.
Milk is good for my teeth.
I can jump up high.
It is fun to camp in a tent.
The frog swims in the pond.
Watch an episode of Alphablocks - https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b01cz0p1/alphablocks
Play phonics play - https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/
Writing/English
Can you practice writing the following tricky words - said, have, like, do, some, come, so, little, one,
were, there, out, what, when? Choose a few colours and keep writing over your words to create a
rainbow.

Maths
Explore the sharing PowerPoint (attached). This is a little different to finding half of an amount as
you need to share the items into more than 2 groups. Get yourself some teddy bears and some
items/grapes/pasta/toys etc and start sharing.
Can you share 10 items with 5 teddy bears?
9 items with 3 teddy bears?
4 items with 4 teddy bears?
8 items with 4 teddy bears?
6 items with 3 teddy bears?
15 items with 5 teddy bears?
Can you always share fairly? See if you can share 7 items between 3 teddy bears. Do they all have
the same amount?
Can you play Numbots?
Watch an episode of Numberblocks - https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b08bzfnh/numberblocks

Art and craft
Can you make a cardboard tube butterfly?
1 – get a tube, or make your own
2 – cut some wings out
3 – decorate the winds and the tube
4 – stick it together
5 – add some antennas

Other
Weekend challenge!
Can you learn a new skill over the weekend? It could be anything! Here are some ideas:





Learn three words in a different language
Draw a picture with your left/right hand (the hand you don’t normally write with!)
Learn how to do a cartwheel
Learn how to bounce a ball on your head

It should be something you don’t already know how to do!
Please upload pictures and videos onto Tapestry, we love to see what you have been up to!
If you have any questions, please email reception@kingslea.org.uk and teachers will be checking this
address to respond in the morning.

